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In geostatistics, the design for data collection is central for accurate pre-
diction and parameter inference. One important class of geostatistical models
is log-Gaussian Cox process (LGCP) which is used extensively, for exam-
ple, in ecology. However, there are no formal analyses on optimal designs
for LGCP models. In this work, we develop a novel model-based experi-
mental design for LGCP modeling of spatiotemporal point process data. We
propose a new spatially balanced rejection sampling design which directs
sampling to spatiotemporal locations that are a priori expected to provide
most information. We compare the rejection sampling design to traditional
balanced and uniform random designs using the average predictive variance
loss function and the Kullback-Leibler divergence between prior and poste-
rior for the LGCP intensity function. Our results show that the rejection sam-
pling method outperforms the corresponding balanced and uniform random
sampling designs for LGCP whereas the latter work better for models with
Gaussian models. We perform a case study applying our new sampling de-
sign to plan a survey for species distribution modeling on larval areas of two
commercially important fish stocks on Finnish coastal areas. The case study
results show that rejection sampling designs give considerable benefit com-
pared to traditional designs. Results show also that best performing designs
may vary considerably between target species.
1. Introduction. A central question of geostatistics is the prediction of a spa-
tial patterns over a region using data measured at a finite set of locations. A widely
used stochastic model for such tasks is a hierarchical Gaussian process model
(Cressie, 1993; Gelfand et al., 2010). It is well known that the goodness of the
spatial prediction with such models depends on the spatial allocation of the mea-
surement locations (Mu¨ller, 2001; Diggle and Lophaven, 2006) – that is on the
observational/experimental design. The problem of finding an optimal design for
spatial prediction when the observation process is Gaussian has received much in-
terest in spatial statistics (e.g., Mu¨ller, 1999; Mu¨ller, 2001; Diggle and Lophaven,
2006). What has been left for lesser attention are spatiotemporal designs and de-
signs for models with non-Gaussian observation processes (see Chipeta et al., 2016,
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2017, for few examples). In this work, we study observational designs for spa-
tiotemporal log-Gaussian Cox processes (LGCPs).
In traditional application of LGCPs, the spatial study region is observed fully
and the statistical analysis reduces to inference concerning the underlying inten-
sity function (Møller, Syversveen and Waagepetersen, 1998; Møller and
Waagepetersen, 2007). Consider, for example, the classical analysis of locations of
trees in a forest (Illian, Sørbye and Rue, 2012; Simpson et al., 2016). However, in
recent years LGCPs have gained increasing interest in applications where the study
region is not fully observed. For example in ecology, LGCPs are used in species
distribution modeling (Warton and Shepherd, 2010; Chakraborty et al., 2011; Ren-
ner and Warton, 2013; Yuan et al., 2017) where observations comprise of animal
counts or presence observations at, for example, survey plots or transects that cover
only small proportion of the whole study region. In these applications the LGCP
describes the process generating locations of individual animals or plants and the
observations are a thinned version of the underlying LGCP. The thinning process
describes the (relative) probability of observing individual points (i.e., animals or
plants) and it can vary from zero to one within the study region, depending on
the sampling effort. The statistical analysis includes predicting the function also in
places where observations have not been made (e.g. Yuan et al., 2017; Kallasvuo,
Vanhatalo and Veneranta, 2017; Vanhatalo, Hosack and Sweatman, 2017) resulting
in a spatial prediction problem where sampling design plays critical role.
Model-based optimal experimental design concerns a problem of maximizing
the expected utility of future data over alternative designs. Alternatively, we may
consider minimizing the expected loss. Much of the literature (e.g. Stein and Hand-
cock, 1989; Zhu and Stein, 2006) is dedicated to developing appropriate utility
functions and computational methods. In most cases, the expectation is analytically
intractable and optimization over the design space computationally demanding.
Common methods to approximate these include Monte Carlo simulation (Robert,
2004; Vlachos and Gelfand, 1996; Chipeta et al., 2016) or a series of simulated an-
nealing algorithms (Van Groenigen and Stein, 1998; Mu¨ller, 1999). Alternatively,
many authors such as Mu¨ller (2001), Mu¨ller (2007), Ryan et al. (2016) and Chipeta
et al. (2017) have aimed at developing spatially balanced designs that increase ex-
pected utility for a given class of spatial models over that of uniform random de-
signs. In these approaches, the computation of the utility is a minor task since the
expected utility of the candidate designs has to calculated only once.
Spatially balanced designs provide more uniform coverage over the study area
than random sampling (Robertson et al., 2013a), which decreases uncertainty in
spatial interpolation. A balanced design maintains spatial regularity of sampling
locations by spreading observation points as evenly as possible in the design space
by means of specific sampling methods or criteria (Mu¨ller, 2007; Stevens Jr and
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Olsen, 2004; Grafstro¨m, Lundstro¨m and Schelin, 2012). Quasi-random methods
use quasi-random number generators such as the Sobol and Halton sequence to
generate balanced and well-distributed designs. Distance-based designs are deter-
ministic algorithms that aim to produce space filling designs by restricting the min-
imum distance between any two sampling locations (Chipeta et al., 2017; Russo,
1984; Royle and Nychka, 1998). Sampling locations in the above mentioned de-
signs are commonly selected with equal probability. This may be inappropriate in
applications where some locations are a priori expected to be more informative
than others. As we demonstrate here, this happens with LGCPs when there is prior
knowledge at its intensity function. Such prior information may arise, for example,
from earlier studies and can be used to more efficiently plan new studies.
In this work, we are specifically interested in spatiotemporal design problems
and propose to extend common spatially-balanced designs with a rejection sam-
pling scheme that gives more weight to times and subregions which are a priori
expected to be more informative about the intensity function of the point process.
A novel sampling design method is developed that enables prior knowledge to be
imposed from any or all covariates in the survey design.
The structure of this paper is as the follows. In section 2 we describe LGCP
modeling and present motivating examples. We then revise the average predictive
variance loss function and the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence utility function as
two common criteria for design evaluation (Section 3) and discuss some of their
properties in LGCPs (Section 4). Next we review the widely used balanced designs,
and propose a novel rejection sampling design method (Section 5). In section 6, we
examine the designs with simulation studies. A case study of survey design con-
cerning fish reproduction areas in fisheries management is presented in Section 7.
We end with discussion and conclusions in Section 8
2. Log Gaussian Cox processes.
2.1. The model and motivating example. The main motivation for our work
comes from species distribution modeling where LGCPs have received increasing
interest in recent years (e.g., Warton and Shepherd, 2010; Chakraborty et al., 2011;
Renner and Warton, 2013; Yuan et al., 2017; Ma¨kinen and Vanhatalo, 2018). We
use species distribution modeling as a running example in this work even though
the model arises in other applications as well.
We denote the study domain of interest by D ⊂ A ×[to, t1] where A ⊂ ℜ2 is
the spatial region and [to, t1] the time interval of interest. A spatiotemporal LGCP
arises from an inhomogeneous Poisson process with a spatially and temporally
varying intensity whose logarithm is given a Gaussian process prior (Chakraborty
et al., 2011; Banerjee, Carlin and Gelfand, 2015). We denote the intensity function
by λ (s, t) = λ (x) where x = [sT , t] ∈ D is a vector of spatiotemporal coordinates.
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The Gaussian process prior for the logarithm of the intensity means that any finite
collection of latent variables fi = logλ (xi), i = 1, ...,n has a multivariate Gaussian
distribution. A Gaussian process is defined by its mean, µ(x) = E( f (x)), and co-
variance, k (x,x′;θ)=Cov( f (x), f (x′)), functions where θ are the hyperparameters
of the covariance function.
In species distribution modeling, λ (x) corresponds to the (relative) density of a
species at location s at time t. One typically does not observe individual animals or
plants with probability one and only seldom is the whole study domain surveyed.
Hence, the observations are a realization of a thinned LGCP with intensity function
λ (x)pi(x) where pi(x) is the observation probability. The observation probability
can be anything from zero to one but for simplicity we assume that it is either zero
or one here. This corresponds to a situation where the study domain is surveyed
only partially (Illian, Sørbye and Rue, 2012; Simpson et al., 2016).
Since the likelihood function of a LGCP includes integral over the domain, the
domain is commonly discretized so that the likelihood can be approximated by
the product of finite number of Poisson likelihood terms, one for each discretized
location (Banerjee, Carlin and Gelfand, 2015). If the domain of interest is not fully
observed, the (approximate) likelihood can be written so that only the discretized
locations within observed areas contribute to it (see, e.g., Chakraborty et al., 2011;
Simpson et al., 2016). That is, the likelihood function is
L(y1, . . . ,yn| f (·)) = L(y1, . . . ,yn| f )
=
n
∏
i=1
Poisson(yi|λ (xi))(1)
where n is the number of observed discretized locations, yi is the count observation
at i’th location xi, and f = [ f (x1), . . . , f (xn)]T is the vector of latent variables at
locations. The locations xi, i = 1, . . . ,n might correspond to, for example, surveyed
lattice grid cells (Chakraborty et al., 2011; Ma¨kinen and Vanhatalo, 2018) or survey
sites (Vanhatalo, Hosack and Sweatman, 2017).
As an example, Vanhatalo, Hosack and Sweatman (2017) modeled the spa-
tiotemporal fluctuations of crown-of-thorns starfish in the Great Barrier Reef in
the north-east Australia and Kallasvuo, Vanhatalo and Veneranta (2017) modeled
fish larval areas along the Finnish coastline with the objective of finding spatial
areas that produce most recruits to fish stocks. From a survey design point of view,
the key question in these applications is where and when we should sample to learn
most about the essential aspects of starfish density on reefs and fish larvae density
in the water column. For both of these examples the existing data provide prior
knowledge concerning the intensity which can be used in the planning of future
surveys. A distinctive feature of the problem compared to traditional Gaussian pro-
cess modeling with a Gaussian observation model is the expected utility of a design
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that is highly dependent on the prior knowledge of the mean intensity. We consider
two types of spatiotemporal Gaussian process priors for the log intensity
Separable model: logλ (x) = f (s, t)∼ GP(µ(s, t),k(s,s′)k(t, t ′))(2)
Additive model: logλ (x) = f (s, t)∼ GP(µ(s, t),k(s,s′)+ k(t, t ′)) .(3)
The rationale for considering these two models is the following. The separable
model is a commonly used “general purpose” spatiotemporal model whose co-
variance structure allows joint effects of space and time (Schmidt and O’Hagan,
2003; Kyriakidis and Journel, 1999). The additive model corresponds to f (s, t) =
µ(s, t)+ g(s)+ h(t) where the additive terms are mutually independent Gaussian
processes g(s)∼GP(0,k(s,s′) and h(t)∼GP(0,k(t, t ′)). In the additive model, the
spatial pattern of intensity is stable in time but there are spatially constant relative
changes in intensity. This can be used to represent, for example, distributions of
species that are present in their stable distribution area only at certain time of the
year (see Section 7). In this case, the component g(s) has the interpretation of dis-
tribution area and h(t) explains the temporal changes in their abundance. In both
models, the mean, µ(x), is a deterministic function that represents prior informa-
tion about expected temporal changes in species intensity across the study domain.
3. Design criteria.
3.1. Expected utility and loss of a design. We denote by Dn = {dn} the set of
all possible designs dn of size n in domain D . For simplicity we assume that a de-
sign dn = {x1, . . . ,xn : xi ∈D} is a collection of n sampling sites with coordinates xi
corresponding to the discretized locations in (1). That is, survey sites are discretized
locations where pi(x) = 1. In general, utility of future data collection depends on
design, future data and model parameters. We denote by U(dn,Y, f (·),θ) a utility
function where Y = [Y1, . . . ,Yn]T is a random vector denoting the new data to be col-
lected at survey sites. Alternatively, we may define a loss function L(dn,Y, f (·),θ).
In a more general treatment where surveys are used to inform decision making,
utility and loss should depend also on decisions (Lindley, 2003; Eidsvik, Mukerji
and Bhattacharjya, 2015). However, we do not consider decision making here and
omit decisions from our notation. A design should be evaluated according to its
expected utility which in the case of non-negative integer observations is
U¯(dn) = ∑
y∈Nn
p(y|dn)
∫
f
∫
θ
U(dn,y, f (·),θ)dP( f (·)|dn,y,θ)dP(θ |y,dn),(4)
where P( f (·)|dn,y,θ) and P(θ |y,dn) are the posterior probability measures of the
latent function and the parameters given a realization y = [y1, . . . ,yn] from the de-
sign dn and p(y|dn) =
∫
p(y| f (x1), . . . , f (xn))d p( f (x1), . . . , f (xn)) is the (prior)
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predictive density of y. Hence, the outer summation corresponds to expectation
over the prior predictive distribution of Y . In this work, we consider θ to be fixed
so that the evaluation criteria is the expected utility conditional on θ
U¯(dn) = U¯(dn,θ = θ˜) = ∑
y∈Nn
p(y|dn)
∫
U(dn,y, f (·))dP( f (·)|dn,y).(5)
In simulation studies, we evaluate designs with alternative values of θ in order to
gain understanding about the effect of hyperparameters on the expected utility or
loss. In the case study, we fix θ to its maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate in
order to make the computations feasible.
3.2. Average predictive variance (APV) loss. Spatial designs are commonly
compared with the average predictive variance (APV) loss over the study domain.
Here we take APV as our first criterion due to its popularity and its capability of
informing the expected marginal accuracy of point wise predictions over the study
domain (see, e.g., Diggle and Lophaven, 2006; Chipeta et al., 2017). The APV loss
function depends only on the predictive variance of the latent function f (·) so that
the loss function and the corresponding expected loss are given by
LAPV(dn,Y ) =
1
|D |
∫
x∗∈D
Var{ f (x∗)|dn,Y}dx∗,(6)
L¯APV(dn) =
1
|D | ∑y∈Nn
p(y|dn)
∫
x∗∈D
Var{ f (x∗)|dn,y}dx∗ .(7)
where |D | is the size (area/volume) of the study domain. Similarly, we consider
the expected APV loss of the intensity
L¯APVλ (dn) =
1
|D | ∑y∈Nn
p(y|dn)
∫
x∗∈D
Var{λ (x∗)|dn,y}dx∗ .(8)
With a log transformation, λ (x∗) = exp( f (x∗)), the mean and variance of λ (x∗) are
µ(λ (x∗)) = exp
(
µ( f (x∗))+Var( f (x∗))/2
)
,
Var[λ (x∗)] =
[
exp(Var( f (x∗))−1
]
exp
(
2µ( f (x∗))+Var( f (x∗))
)
.
We approximate the integral over D by discretizing the study domain into lattice
grids X∗ = {x∗,1, . . . ,x∗,N} with N cells and coordinates x∗ over which we take a
finite sum. The expectation over Y is approximated by Monte Carlo approximation
L¯APV(dn)≈ 1M
M
∑
j=1
[
1
N ∑x∗∈X∗
Var{ f j(x∗)|dn,Yj}
]
,
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where Yj ∈ Nn is the j’th Monte Carlo draw from P(Y |dn) and M is the number of
Monte Carlo samples.
3.3. The expected Kullback-Leibler divergence. In many cases, for example
when estimating integrals or sums over spatial regions, point wise predictions are
not enough but we need to know the full posterior (see, e.g, Kallasvuo, Vanhatalo
and Veneranta, 2017). Then the aim of data collection is to increase the information
concerning the joint distribution of the latent and intensity function. In this case, a
natural choice for the utility function is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence from
prior to posterior (Lindley, 1956; Kullback, 1987) which for a LGCP is
UKL(dn,Y ) = KL
(
dP( f (·)|X ,Y )||dP( f (·)
)
(9)
U¯KL(dn) = ∑
y∈Nn
p(y|dn)KL
(
dP( f (·)|X ,y)||dP( f (·))
)
.(10)
We use again Monte Carlo approximation to numerically solve the expectation over
Y in (10). The KL-divergence has a particularly simple form when the observations
Y1, . . . ,Yn are conditionally independent given the corresponding latent variables:
LEMMA 1. Assume f (·) is a latent function with Gaussian process prior prob-
ability measure P( f (·)). Assume further that we have finite data (dn,Y ), where dn =
[xT1 , . . . ,x
T
n ] are covariates and Y = [Y1, . . . ,Yn] are observations that are condi-
tionally independent given the corresponding latent variables, that is p(Y | f (·)) =
∏ni=1 p(Yi| f (xi)). Denote by P( f (·)|dn,Y ) the posterior probability measure of f (·).
The KL-divergence from the prior to the posterior for f (·) is
KL
(
dP( f (·)|dn,Y )||dP( f (·))
)
=
n
∑
i=1
∫
p( f (xi)|dn,Y ) log p(Yi| f (xi))d f (xi)− log p(Y ),(11)
where log p(Y ) = log
∫
p(Y | f )p( f )d f is the log marginal likelihood.
See Appendix A for proof. Hence, in order to calculate the KL divergence from
the prior process to the posterior process over D we need to calculate the marginal
likelihood p(Y ) and n one dimensional integrals. In case of a Gaussian observation
model, these are analytically available and with LGCP we can use, for example,
Laplace approximation (Section 4.1). The KL divergence in case of intensity λ (·)
is the same as the KL divergence of the latent process f (·) (see Appendix A).
Sometimes the interest is to predict the latent function and intensity only over a
subdomain D˜ ⊂D which does not contain all observation locations (see Section 7).
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Let’s denote by fD˜ the latent field over subdomain D˜ . The KL-divergence from
prior to posterior for fD˜ is
KL
(
dP( fD˜ |dn,Y )||dP( fD˜)
)
=
∫
log p(y| fD˜)dP( fD˜ |n,Y )− log pD˜(Y ),(12)
where pD˜(y) =
∫
p(y| fD˜)dP( fD˜). Note that p(y| fD˜) =
∫
p(y| f )dP( f | fD˜). Hence,
calculating the KL-divergence becomes more difficult than in (11) (Appendix A).
4. Computation and properties of the expected utility and loss.
4.1. Approximate posterior inference with Laplace approximation. The tra-
ditional method to infer the LGCP is Markov chain Monte Carlo (Møller and
Waagepetersen, 2004) but in recent years analytic approximations such as the In-
tegrated Nested Laplace approximation (Illian, Sørbye and Rue, 2012; Simpson
et al., 2016) and Gaussian approximations built with expectation propagation and
Laplace method (Vanhatalo, Pietila¨inen and Vehtari, 2010; Kallasvuo, Vanhatalo
and Veneranta, 2017) have become popular due to their computational benefits.
Here, we use the Laplace method built over the Gaussian approximation due to its
simple analytical form and because it has been shown to give accurate approxima-
tion for these models (e.g., Vanhatalo, Pietila¨inen and Vehtari, 2010).
For a given design dn and realization of observations y, Laplace approximation
for the posterior of the latent function, conditional on θ , is p( f (x∗)|dn,y,θ) ≈
N
(
f (x∗)|µ∗|y,K∗|y
)
, where the (approximate) posterior mean and variance are
µ∗|y,θ = µ(x∗)+K(x∗,dn)K(dn)−1( fˆ −µ(dn))(13)
K∗|y,θ = Var{ f (x∗)}−K(x∗,d)(K(dn)+W−1y )−1K(dn,x∗).(14)
Here, K(x∗,dn) is the prior covariance matrix between the prediction location x∗
and all the design locations; K(dn) and µ(dn) are the prior covariance matrix and
mean vector at the design locations; fˆ = argmax f p( f |y,dn) is the maximum a
posteriori (MAP) estimate of latent variables; and Wy = −∇∇ logL(y| f )| f= fˆ =
diag(e fˆ1 , . . . ,e fˆn) is the negative Hessian matrix of the log likelihood. The Laplace
approximation for the joint posterior of f ∗ is formed similarly by replacing
Var{ f (x∗)} with the prior covariance matrix of f ∗, to be denoted by K∗.
4.2. Properties of the utility and loss criteria. Recall the Laplace approxima-
tion for the conditional posterior mean and variance of the latent variables (13)-
(14). By Woodbury-Sherman-Morrison Lemma we can write (K(dn)+W−1y )−1 =
Wy−Wy(K(dn)−1 +Wy)−1Wy. When θ are fixed, the posterior predictive variance
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is controlled by Wy, which decreases proportionally with fˆ : Wy → 0 as fˆ →−∞
such that the posterior variance reverts to the prior variance. On the other hand,
(15) fˆ |Y,dn = argmax
f
−( f −µ)T K(dn)−1( f −µ)+
n
∑
i=1
(−e fi +Yi fi)
where E[Yi] = eµi(dn)+2K(dn)ii → 0 when µi(dn)→−∞. For this reason, Ep(Y ){ fˆ }→
µ(dn) when µ(dn)→ −∞. Intuitively the posterior mean and covariance of f (·)
are not a priori expected to change from the prior covariance of f (·) if we sample
from areas where µ(x) is so small that the prior predictive probability Pr(yi > 0)≈
0. The difference between prior and posterior should be larger the more design
points are located in places where the prior predictive probability Pr(yi > 0) is
significantly above zero. This property is very different from the properties of a
Gaussian process with Gaussian observation model yi| f (xi)∼ N( f (xi),σ2) where
the posterior predictive mean and variance are
µ∗|y = µ∗+K(X∗,dn)(K(dn)+σ2n I)
−1(y−µ(dn))(16)
K∗|y,θ = Var{ f (x∗)}−K(x∗,dn)(K(dn)+σ2I)−1K(dn,x∗),(17)
Under a Gaussian observation model L¯APV(dn) does not depend on µ(s, t) so a
uniform space filling design works well. Similarly for the KL-divergence utility,
the locations where Pr(yi > 0) ≈ 0 are a priori expected to be less informative
about the latent and intensity function than locations where the prior predictive
probability for non-zero observations is significantly above zero.
5. Survey designs.
5.1. Spatially balanced designs and random designs. Our goal is to develop
an algorithm that generates reasonable designs without numerically hard and time
consuming optimization of the utility or cost function. We begin the development
from common random and spatially balanced designs, which are summarized in
this section. In the next section, we introduce our extension to them to achieve
better sampling designs for LGCP modeling.
We denote the uniform random sampling of design locations over the study do-
main by Random. The random sampling does not typically lead to equal coverage
of sampling locations, for which reason many spatially balanced designs have been
introduced as alternatives to random sampling (Cambanis, 1985; Mu¨ller, 2007).
Common examples are quasi-random number sequences such as the Sobol and
Halton sequences (Sobol, 1976) used in this work. We denote them by Sobol and
Halton. One of the most popular spatially balanced designs is the Fibonacci lattice.
For 2-D square it is detailed by, for example, Koehler and Owen (1996) and Pei,
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Liu and Chen (2009) define an algorithm to construct the Fibonacci lattice in 3D
setting. We use their algorithm here and denote the corresponding design Fibo lat.
We include into comparison also two recent distance-based design methods; the
simple inhibitory and the inhibitory plus close pairs designs (Chipeta et al., 2017),
denoted here by min dran and close pair respectively. These designs introduce a
minimum dispersion threshold in the random sampling of design locations. For ex-
ample, under the simple inhibitory design, the distance between any two locations
should be greater than or equal to the threshold. Chipeta et al. (2017) showed that
the designs generated by these methods have good performance in parameter es-
timation and spatial prediction with Gaussian observation model. Their algorithm
was tailored for continuous covariate space so we extended it to work also for dis-
cretized locations to be denoted by min dist. The distance threshold and number of
close pairs in these designs could be optimized Chipeta et al. (2016). However, we
fixed them based on preliminary test runs. All distance-based designs were con-
structed in unit cube and then scaled to the actual size of the domain. The distance
threshold in the cube was δ = 0.21 for design size n = 50, δ = 0.15 for n = 100
and δ = 0.1 for n = 150. For the close pair design we set the number of close pair
points, k, to 0.5×n and the distance threshold to δk = δ ∗
√
n/(n− k).
The above designs are based on either random or quasi random sequences and
can easily be used as proposal algorithms in rejection sampling. We add into com-
parison also one deterministic space-filling design due their popularity. Space-
filling designs is a class of purely geometrical designs using distance-based cri-
teria to search for uniform spatial coverage (Royle and Nychka, 1998; Nychka
and Saltzman, 1998; Mu¨ller, 2007; Johnson, Moore and Ylvisaker, 1990). Mu¨ller
(2001) and Mu¨ller (2007) summarize these designs by a numerical search algo-
rithm called “Coffee-house” which is used in this work and called space fill.
5.2. Rejection sampling designs. Balanced designs perform well in maintain-
ing the spatial regularity. This may, however, be suboptimal if some locations are
expected to be more informative than others. In order to account for the specific
properties of the expected utility under the LGCP model (Section 4.2) we extend
them so that on average more survey sites are located to places which are expected
to increase the utility the most. In practice, we extend the idea of balanced ac-
ceptance sampling (Robertson et al., 2013b,a) and propose a new and more gen-
eral design method called “rejection design”, where a spatially balanced design
is thinned with an inclusion probability that is a function of the prior mean of the
latent function or intensity function in LGCP.
The general algorithm of the rejection sampling design proceeds as following:
1. Randomly generate a location x∗ within the study domain (here any of the
above random or quasi-random sequence can be used);
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2. Calculate an inclusion probability 0≤ p(x∗)≤ 1
3. Accept the location with probability p(x∗). If accepted, set x j = x∗ and in-
crease j = j+1. If rejected, keep j = j and return to step 1;
4. Repeat steps 1-3 until the size of design reaches to n.
A rejection sampling design corresponds to a thinned version of its underlying
random or spatially balanced design. The inclusion probability can be linked with
prior knowledge of the intensity function and its choice governs how much weight
is assigned to sample higher intensity areas. The above algorithm cannot be directly
used with the deterministic space-filling design for which reason we developed a
modified coffee-house algorithm for rejection sampling as detailed in Appendix B.
For the 3-D Fibonacci lattice design, we used dynamic scaling (Family and Vicsek,
1985) to obtain a design with inclusion probability restricted to unit cube.
We tested three inclusion probability functions: an inclusion probability propor-
tional to the expectation of the latent function p(x)∝ µ(x), an inclusion probability
proportional to the expected intensity, p(x) ∝ eµ(x)+2σ2(x), and an inclusion proba-
bility proportional to truncated expected intensity p(x) ∝ min
(
pmax,eµ(x)+2σ
2(x)
)
where µ(x) and σ2(x) are either the prior (when there is no earlier data) or pos-
terior (when old data exist) mean and variance of the GP and pmax is a tuning pa-
rameter. If µ(x) is negative at some x, proper scaling on µ(x) is necessary to keep
{µ(x) ≥ 0, ∀x ∈ D} in the first inclusion probability function. Each of these in-
clusion probabilities give more weight to locations with higher E[Y ] which should
provide more informative data as discussed in Section 4.2. The inclusion prob-
ability proportional to µ(x) weights the high intensity locations least and, hence,
modifies the underlying random or balanced design the least. The inclusion prob-
ability proportional to expected intensity weights the high intensity locations the
most. If there are large differences in the intensity function this inclusion probabil-
ity can lead to sampling designs that are too concentrated in only a small portion
of the study domain. For this reason, we introduce an inclusion probability propor-
tional to the truncated expected intensity. The tuning parameter pmax governs how
much weight is given to the highest intensity locations. For example, in one of the
case studies over 90% of the prediction domain would have inclusion probability
less than 5% if the probability was formed proportional to the expected intensity.
By setting pmax we can control the portion of design points within the low intensity
region which forms the majority of the study domain.
6. Simulation studies.
6.1. Study setting. In this section, we study the properties of spatially balanced
designs and their rejection sampling versions introduced in section 5 with simula-
tion study. The study was carried out in the unit cube [0,1]3 with both the separa-
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ble (2) and the additive (3) GP prior. We use a Mate´rn (Mate´rn, 2013) covariance
function kν=3/2(s,s′) =σ2s
(
1+
√
3|s−s′ |
ls
)
exp
(√
3|s−s′ |
ls
)
in the spatial domain and
a Gaussian covariance function kt(t, t ′) = σ2t e−(t−t
′)2/l2t in the temporal domain.
The positive parameters ls and lt are characteristic length-scales (Banerjee, Carlin
and Gelfand, 2015), which affect the correlation structures, and the positive pa-
rameters σ2s and σ2t are variance parameters that govern the magnitude of process
variations. In the separable model we set σ2s = 1 for identifiability.
We used a concave temporal mean function µ(s, t) = µ(t) = a− c(t−b)2 with
parameters a = 2,b = 0.5 and c = 30 so that the prior predictive probability of
y > 0 is almost zero at the start and at the end of the time period t ∈ [0,1] but E[y]
is clearly above zero in the middle of the time period. See an example in Figure 1.
In order to gain understanding on performance of alternative designs with different
kinds of spatiotemporal random effects we tested the designs with a set of alterna-
tive covariance function parameter values. The tested temporal range parameters
were lt = {0.2,0.85,1.5}, temporal variances were σ2t = {0.5,1,2} and spatial
range parameters were ls ∈ {0.2,0.4, . . . ,1.6}. The spatial variance was fixed at
σ2s = 2 in all experiments. The inclusion probability used in the simulation studies
is proportional to the expectation of the latent function; that is p(x) ∝ µ(t). An ex-
ample, of a random draw from an additive GP (lt = 1, ls = 1 and σ2s = 2, σ2t = 1),
together with Sobol design with and without rejection sampling is presented in
Figure 1. It depicts the allocation of more samples to times with high inclusion
probabilities using rejection sampling. Both designs cover the whole unit square.
Each design was evaluated with design sizes n = 50,100 and 150 using the ex-
pected APV loss (6) and the expected KL-divergence (9) utility. In order to com-
pare the effect of Poisson likelihood to the optimal design we evaluated the designs
also with equal GP models with a Gaussian observation model. We only show the
results of n = 100. Results with other design sizes were similar but the expected
losses were smaller and expected utilities larger with increasing design size. We
applied the GPstuff toolbox (Vanhatalo et al., 2013) in the calculations here and in
the case study.
6.2. Results, average predictive variance. The differences between designs
were qualitatively similar whether considering the APV of latent function or in-
tensity so here we show only the latter (see Supplement for former). Figures 2
and 3 show the expected APV of intensity for designs with and without inclusion
probability averaged over ls ∈ {0.2,0.4, . . . ,1.6} for different values of lt and σ2t .
Results for each ls separately are given in Supplement. The expected APV loss de-
creases when using rejection sampling compared to not using rejection sampling
with all other designs except the space fill design in which case they are equal.
The Halton and minimum distance designs (min dist and min dran) perform
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Fig 1: A random draw from an additive GP with unimodal mean function along time
(color surface) and samples from Sobol design (n= 30) with (red dots) and without (green
asterisks) rejection sampling. The inclusion probability, p(t) ∝ µ(t).
better than the alternatives with smaller loss, while the Fibonacci lattice design
(fibo lat) is among the worst. The Sobol designs are in general the second worst
compared with the rest of the designs. The results show the decrease in expected
APV loss in designs with rejection sampling compared to corresponding designs
without rejection sampling ranges from nearly zero (space fill design) to approx-
imately 20-30 % (rest of the designs). The rejection sampling improves the effi-
ciency of the best spatially balanced designs considerably.
The relative difference in expected APV between designs with and without re-
jection sampling increases with increasing lt and decreasing ls (see also figures
in Supplement) as well as with increasing σ2t . This is reasonable since when σ2t
is increased the prior uncertainty about intensity increases the most at times with
highest prior latent mean, µ(t). As temporal length-scale, lt , increases the tempo-
ral variation of f (x) around µ(t) gets smaller and observations at times around the
prior predicted peak intensity time inform more about the spatial variation around
µ(t) at other times as well. This is especially evident in the additive model where
the spatial structure of the spatiotemporal random effect is the same, g(s), through-
out the time interval and only its level, h(t), changes. With increasing lt the spa-
tiotemporal random effect approaches temporally constant spatial random effect
in which case sampling at times when we expect to see most spatial variation in
observations inform about the structure of spatiotemporal random effect at other
times as well. With increasing spatial length-scale ls the spatial variation in λ (x)
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Fig 2: The expected APV loss of Poisson intensity (L¯APVλ ) of a model with additive
covariance function at different values of lt and σ2t averaged over ls ∈ {0.2,0.4, . . . ,1.6}
when using designs with and without inclusion probability and n = 100.
decreases and the prior uncertainty about spatial structure decreases as well.
To summarize, the rejection sampling algorithm is expected to be the more ben-
eficial the more spatial variation and the less temporal variation we expect f (x)
to have around µ(t). Similarly, if the prior mean has only spatial structure so that
µ(x) = µ(s) the rejection sampling with inclusion probability proportional to µ(s)
is expected to be the more beneficial the more temporal variation and the less spa-
tial variation we expect f (x) to have around µ(s). When prior mean varies in both
space and time, rejection sampling with inclusion probability proportional to µ(x)
is expected to decrease expected APV compared to designs without rejection sam-
pling. This is illustrated in the case study experiments in Section 7.
6.3. Results, KL-divergence. Figures 4 and 5 show the expected KL-divergen-
ce U¯KL from prior to posterior under the different designs. The designs with re-
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Fig 3: The expected APV of Poisson intensity (L¯APVλ ) of a model with separable covari-
ance function at different values of lt and σ2t averaged over ls ∈ {0.2,0.4, . . . ,1.6} when
using designs with and without inclusion probability and n = 100.
jection sampling work again better than the designs without inclusion probability.
The expected KL-divergence is approximately 20 % smaller in designs without
rejection sampling compared to designs with rejection sampling. The differences
between alternative designs are also larger in the expected KL-divergence than in
the expected APV loss. Halton design is again the best and Fibonacci design is
the worst. Other well performing designs are Sobol, Random and minimum dis-
tance (min dist and min dran) designs. The best performing rejection sampling
algorithms use balanced designs that produce spatially the most uniform allocation
of sampling sites among the alternatives. They also provide the most information
about the posterior covariance structure of f (x).
6.4. Comparison to models with Gaussian likelihood. Contrary to the results
concerning the Poisson likelihood, with Gaussian likelihood the expected APV loss
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Fig 4: The expected KL-divergence utility of intensity (U¯KLλ ) of a model with additive
covariance function at different values of lt and σ2t averaged over ls ∈ {0.2,0.4, . . . ,1.6}
when using designs with and without inclusion probability and n = 100.
increases and the expected KL-divergence decreases when using rejection sam-
pling compared to not using rejection sampling (see Supplement). This is well in
line with earlier results on optimal spatial designs (Diggle and Lophaven, 2006)
since with Gaussian likelihood, data are equally informative everywhere in the
whole study domain regardless of µ(x) and we learn the most about the latent
function by sampling the domain “uniformly” (see Section 4.2). Hence, the opti-
mal sampling designs can be very different under the Gaussian and LGCP models.
7. Case study on fish reproduction areas.
7.1. Case study data and model. In the case study, we compared the above
sampling designs for analyzing distribution of larval areas of pike perch (Sander
lucioperca) and Baltic herring (Clupea harengus membras) on Finnish coastal re-
gion in the northern Baltic Sea (see Figure 6). Pike perch and herring are commer-
cially important fish species and information on their larval areas is needed for sus-
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Fig 5: The expected KL-divergence utility of intensity (U¯KLλ ) of a model with separable
covariance function at different values of lt and σ2t averaged over ls ∈ {0.2,0.4, . . . ,1.6}
when using designs with and without inclusion probability and n = 100.
tainable fisheries management. Kallasvuo, Vanhatalo and Veneranta (2017) studied
the distribution of these species along the Finnish coastal region and showed that
in case of pike perch, the most important reproduction areas are extremely local
whereas herring reproduction areas are rather uniformly distributed. Hence, effi-
cient sampling designs for these two species are expected to be rather different.
The existing species distribution data (n=1788) were collected during years
2007-2014. The locations of sampling sites vary between years and, since the exact
time of larval hatching is not known, within a year each sampling site was visited
several times between the calender days 128 (early May) and 188 (early July).
Each sampling site is a transect of length 400-500 meters along which a net with
0.028 m2 opening was towed behind a boat. The net sampled the surface water
(depth 0.5-1.0m) and the species observations consist of the number of larvae in
the volume of sampled water. The sampling sites were combined with seven abiotic
environmental covariates that were available as raster maps with resolution of 50
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Fig 6: Map of the case study area on the Finnish coastal region. The black dots show the
sampling locations of existing data and the red square shows the region over which we
want to plan a new sampling design.
m throughout the Finnish coastal region. Here, we extend the work of Kallasvuo,
Vanhatalo and Veneranta (2017) by planning a new sampling design to improve the
distribution estimates in a region A˜ ⊂A that was not included in earlier data col-
lection. The new sampling region is located near Helsinki and is approximately 40
km wide and 40 km long. We want to plan a spatiotemporal sampling design within
the subregion A˜ (Figure 6) between calendar days 100-240 (from early April to
the end of August) comprising the prediction domain D˜ = A˜ × [100,204].
Following Kallasvuo, Vanhatalo and Veneranta (2017) we modeled the observed
larval counts as overdispersed Poisson process. Due the small size of sampling
transects compared to total study region each sampling site is treated as one dis-
cretized location in (1). At i’th sampling site the observed number of larvae is
Yi∼ Poisson(Viλ (xi)εi). Here, Vi is the sampled volume of water, λ (xi) corresponds
to the intensity of the Poisson point process at location xi as predicted by the envi-
ronmental covariates and spatiotemporal location and εi is a random effect corre-
sponding to the i’th sampling occasion. The independent random effects describe,
for example, non-structured stochasticity due to environmental conditions during
the sampling. Since volumes Vi are approximately equal we gave a joint prior for
the random effects with εi ∼ Gamma(r,1/r) where the Gamma distribution is pa-
rameterized with scale and shape so that E[εi] = r 1r = 1 and Var[εi] = 1/r. We can
now write Yi ∼ Poisson(λ˜i(x)) where λ˜i(x)∼Gamma(r,λ/r) and marginalize over
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λ˜i(x) to get Yi ∼ Negative-Binomial(λ ,r) where the Negative-Binomial distribu-
tion is parameterized so that E[Yi] = Viλi and Var[Yi] = E[Yi]+E[Yi]2/r. Hence, r
is an overdispersion parameter corresponding to, for example, multiplicative inde-
pendent random errors in observations (Linde´n and Ma¨ntyniemi, 2011). When the
dispersion parameter r→ +∞, the Negative Binomial approaches Poisson distri-
bution. The likelihood function is now
(18) L(y | f (·),V,r) =
n
∏
i=1
Negative-Binomial(Vie fi ,r).
The log intensity was given a zero mean additive GP prior
f (z,s, t,τ)∼
GP
(
0,σ2α +
7
∑
j=1
k j(z j,z′j)+ k8(z,z
′)+ k9(s,s′)+ k10((s, t),(s′, t ′))+ k11(τ,τ ′)
)
,
where z ∈ ℜ7 is the vector of environmental covariates, t corresponds to year and
τ corresponds to the day of a year. The additive components are: σ2α is the prior
variance of intercept, k1, . . . ,k7 are Gaussian covariance functions related to addi-
tive covariate effects, k8 is Gaussian covariance function of joint covariate effect,
k9 is a Ma´tern, ν = 3/2, covariance function of spatial random effect, k10 is a sepa-
rable spatiotemporal covariance function formed by Ma´tern, ν = 3/2, (spatial) and
exponential (temporal) functions, and k11 is a Gaussian covariance function for the
effect of a day within a year. Kallasvuo, Vanhatalo and Veneranta (2017) modeled
larval distribution only during their (approximate) peak abundance and did not in-
clude the last additive term. It was included here in order to model the development
of larval abundance within a year which then provides information when the future
sampling should be done. We gave weakly informative priors for the covariance
function parameters so that inverse of length-scales and variance parameters were
given half Studentν=4-t(µ = 0,s2 = 1) prior distributions.
The sampling days in the existing data are distributed rather sparsely from early
May to the end of July. A regular GP prior for the calendar day effect might give
ecologically unreasonable results due to the property of radial basis covariance
functions to revert the GP prediction to the the prior mean far from data. For this
reason, we imposed a functional constraint for the calendar day effect that forces
it to have positive (negative) derivative at the beginning (the end) of the poten-
tial sampling period. The joint distribution of the latent function and its deriva-
tive d f (z,s, t,τ)/dτ is a Gaussian process (Rasmussen and Williams, 2006) so
we can impose the monotonicity constraint by using virtual derivative observa-
tions (Riihima¨ki and Vehtari, 2010; Shively, Sager and Walker, 2009) We set in
total 10 virtual observations for pike perch every ten days between calender days
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[100,130] and [190,240], whereas for Baltic herring we use 7 virtual observations
between days [100,120] and [210,240]. At the virtual observation locations within
the former limits the derivative of the latent function was given a probit likelihood
Φ(ρ−1d f/dτ) and within the latter limits the derivative was given a likelihood
Φ(−ρ−1d f/dτ). The scaling parameter ρ governs how closely the standard Gaus-
sian cumulative distribution function (Φ(·)) approximates the step function and it
was set to ρ = 10−6 (Riihima¨ki and Vehtari, 2010).
7.2. Methods in the case study. Since we have old data to inform about the
intensity function we base the choice of the design on posterior instead of prior
predictive utility/loss. The prior predictive distribution p(Y |dn) in equations (7)
and (10) was replaced with the posterior predictive distribution p(Y |y,dn), where
y denotes the existing data. Similarly, Var( f |dn,Y ) and p( f |Y,dn) were replaced
by Var( f |dn,Y,y) and p( f |Y,dn,y). In the rejection sampling designs, we tested
all three inclusion probabilities introduced in Section 5.2. The rejection sampling
worked better than the corresponding balanced design without rejection sampling
in each case. We report the results only for the best inclusion probability that was
proportional to truncated expected intensity
(19) p(z,s,τ) ∝min
(
pmax,eE[ f (z,s,τ)|y]+2VarE[ f (z,s,τ)|y]
)
.
The truncation threshold pmax was set to 0.15 for pike perch and to 0.5 for her-
ring. We used the Laplace method to form approximation for the posterior of the
latent function so that we optimized the hyperparameters to their (approximate)
MAP estimate and conditional on this estimate approximated the posterior of la-
tent function (Vanhatalo, Pietila¨inen and Vehtari, 2010).
We compared the alternative spatially balanced designs with and without rejec-
tion sampling using the expected APV loss and the expected KL-divergence with
n = 100 design points. When constructing designs, we scaled the design space to
the unit cube and used the same distance thresholds as in the simulation study. The
prediction domain is not continuous and includes land areas that need to be ruled
out (Figure 7). First we used the balanced sampling design methods to produce
candidate points from a cube that covers the subdomain D˜ and the time interval
of interest. We then applied the Branch-and-Prune method (Kubica, 2014) to rule
out the land areas (and the sea area out-of scope of the study, see Figure 10). In
rejection sampling, the reject rule was then applied on each candidate point left.
These steps were continued so long that we had as many design points as wanted.
The expected APV loss was calculated similarly as in the simulation studies.
With temporal resolution of one week and spatial resolution of 50 meters the total
number of 3D grid cells was 4 588 580. Since the prediction domain D˜ does not
include all data points (the old data falls outsize the study region), we would need
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(a) The calendar day effect with monotonicity information.
(b) The latent and intensity function at peak larval week.
Fig 7: Subplot a) shows the calendar day effect on larval abundance of pike perch, its
derivative, and the corresponding relative intensity changes in larval abundance. The plots
show also the virtual observation locations used to code the monotonicity information.
Subplot b) shows the expected posterior mean of the latent function and its corresponding
intensity in the prediction region A˜ on calendar day 165.
to use (12) to calculate it instead of (11) that was used in the simulation studies. For
this reason we would need to approximate also the KL-divergence on the 3D grid.
Due to the size of the grid the required covariance matrix inversion was infeasible
for which reason we report results only for APV loss.
7.3. Results. Figure 7 summarizes the posterior of the calendar day effect and
the intensity function across the prediction region on the peak larval season of pike
perch. Figure 8 shows the weekly inclusion probability surfaces for the rejection
sampling design in case of pike perch (the corresponding figures for Baltic herring
are in Supplement). There are clear spatial and temporal differences in the intensity
function that are transferred to inclusion probability. Due to strong variation in
larval density, the inclusion probability is significantly above zero only during and
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Fig 8: The weekly inclusion probabilities (19) for rejection sampling design. The light
gray areas are land, the dark gray color indicates sea area out of scope of this study and the
white color shows the sea areas where inclusion probability is less than 0.05%.
near the peak larval period and decreases to practically zero (<0.05%) over most
of the region in the beginning and in the end of the study period.
The expected APV losses of the latent function are shown in Figure 9. The re-
sults for APV loss of the intensity function were qualitatively similar so we omit-
ted them here. In general, the designs with rejection sampling work best in the case
study as well. However, there are clear differences in the performance of alternative
designs. Contrary to simulation studies and herring sampling, Halton and random
Sobol designs are not expected to be as good as other designs for pike perch.
Figure 10 shows the spatiotemporal configuration of the optimal rejection de-
signs and the corresponding balanced designs without rejection sampling for pike
perch (Random) and Baltic herring (Halton). Table 1 summarizes the weekly distri-
bution of sampling points for these same designs. In the rejection sampling designs
the sampling is clearly concentrated on the weeks around the peak larval period
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a) pike perch comparison b) herring comparison
Fig 9: The APV loss of latent function for alternative designs in case of pike perch (a) and
Baltic herring (b). The crosses connected with solid lines show the Monte Carlo estimate
and the highlighted regions show the 95% credible interval of this estimate.
TABLE 1
Weekly distribution of the design points (number of sampling locations) for pike perch (Random
design) and herring (Halton design) sampling.
Calender Day With rejection sampling Without rejection sampling
(pike perch /herring) (pike perch /herring)
101-128 0 / 0 23 / 23
129-156 11 / 9 22 / 18
157-184 65 / 78 21 /19
185-212 19 / 13 20 / 20
213-240 4 / 0 14 / 20
(Figure 7 and Supplement). The sampling covers the whole spatial study area only
on predicted peak larval period whereas on other weeks the sampling concentrates
on locations with expected high larval intensity (Figure 7). This is reasonable since
the high larval intensity spatial locations are the most informative on calendar day
effect and the peak larval period is expected to be the most informative on the
spatial distribution of larvae. The sampling locations are more evenly distributed
throughout the prediction domain for herring sampling than for pike perch sam-
pling. The even distribution is due to less variability of the intensity function for
Baltic herring with a less peaked calendar day effect than the pike perch function.
8. Discussion and conclusion. The LGCP is a widely used point process
model in many practical applications. In particular, it has gained increasing in-
terest in ecology since it is an efficient and theoretically valid approach to build
species distribution models (Warton and Shepherd, 2010; Renner and Warton,
2013; Simpson et al., 2016; Yuan et al., 2017; Vanhatalo, Hosack and Sweatman,
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a) pike perch sampling design
b) herring sampling design
Fig 10: The spatial configuration of design points with and without rejection sampling
for each week during the sampling period. Light gray areas are land and dark gray is sea
area out of the prediction region. The water areas are colored according to the inclusion
probability at day 165/171 with white corresponding to less than 0.1% / 5% inclusion
probability for pike perch and herring, respectively.
2017; Ma¨kinen and Vanhatalo, 2018). In these applications, collecting data is typi-
cally time consuming and expensive. For example, the small scale sampling for 100
new data points in our case study would cost approximately 50 000 euros and the
costs of larger scale applications, such as the distance sampling for whale counting
(Yuan et al., 2017) are easily in millions of euros. Hence, there is a real need for
efficient sampling designs in species distribution studies. For this reason, research
on sampling designs has been active in recent years (Foster et al., 2017; Williams
et al., 2018; Reich, Pacifici and Stallings, 2018). There are no previous works on
model-based sampling designs for LGCPs though, and most of the existing data
used in LGCP analysis are based on the classical balanced or stratified sampling
designs which are optimized for (linear) Gaussian models.
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We have shown that in the presence of prior information on intensity function,
sampling designs that are expected to be most informative for LGCPs are different
from traditional designs used for Gaussian models. This highlights that classical
spatial designs can be inefficient for LGCPs. The difference is caused by larger
spread of the Poisson distribution with increasing intensity. The closer to zero the
intensity is the less uncertainty there is on outcome of the future data and the less
information new data is expected to provide.
For this reason, we proposed a new sampling method, a spatially balanced de-
sign with rejection sampling, which gives more weight to prior predictive high
intensity areas than low intensity areas. Our extensive simulation and case study
experiments showed that when analyzed with APV loss and KL-divergence utility
the rejection sampling designs consistently outperformed the corresponding bal-
anced designs. The relative performance of the rejection sampling designs versus
balanced designs without rejection sampling was not sensitive to the variance and
length-scale of the spatiotemporal Gaussian process. With all tested combinations
of fixed length-scale and variance the rejection sampling design performed better
than the corresponding balanced design. The benefits from rejection sampling were
increased for larger length-scales and variances. The inclusion probability in our
new design algorithm is based on the prior (or current posterior) mean of the in-
tensity or its logarithm. The inclusion probability function can also be formulated
differently but we leave more thorough studies on this for future.
Our experiments considered planning the sampling design when inferential in-
terest is in the latent and the intensity function so all analyses were performed with
fixed hyperparameters. In simulation studies, these were chosen from a set of alter-
native values and in the case study we fixed them to their MAP estimate conditional
on current data. However, optimally we should conduct full posterior analysis also
for hyperparameters. This would be especially important if we were also interested
in posterior for the hyperparameters. One obvious future research direction is thus
to study which designs are best for inferring the hyperparameters of LGCPs.
The case study has direct relevance to pike perch and herring fisheries manage-
ment. The rejection sampling method introduced here is straightforward to imple-
ment and, hence, can easily be applied in other regions as well. The new data can
then be used to revise species distribution maps that are used in regional marine
spatial planning and coastal land use management. The results illustrated that the
rejection sampling algorithm can produce very different sampling designs for dif-
ferent species. The sampling locations for herring were more uniformly distributed
than the sampling locations for pike perch. If these two species were to be sampled
at the same time, a good joint design should be a compromise between these two
designs. In our application, reaching the sampling locations was not an issue but
in larger sampling domains the design should take into account also logistic and
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financial constraints. In theory these could be included naturally into the Bayesian
model-based design planning by redefining the utility and loss functions to account
for the sampling costs – or equivalently by defining a constraint functions for de-
signs. In this case, we can define an inclusion probability function that leads to
rejection sampling with more probable sampling locations from areas where the
data are expected to increase the utility the most. However, in these cases, a more
natural approach would be to formally optimize the design.
Model-based designs can be formulated as optimal designs where the sampling
locations are chosen to maximize expected utility (or minimize expected loss)
(Mu¨ller, 1999; Mu¨ller, 2001). Optimal design problems are usually computation-
ally difficult and time consuming. This is because the dimension of the search space
(3n in our case) is so large that finding the mode of the expected utility surface is of-
ten infeasible (Reich, Pacifici and Stallings, 2018). In most cases, the posterior dis-
tribution p( f (·)|dn,y) does not have a standard form, and as a consequence, numer-
ical approximation or stochastic sampling algorithms in the calculation of utilities
are usually required. Our goal was to develop a balanced design algorithm offer-
ing improvements over existing algorithms and generating reasonable designs. The
proposed design method is straightforward to implement with any LGCP model
and improves the existing balanced designs. Our results also highlight the need for
more work on spatial and spatiotemporal designs for LGCP models.
APPENDIX A: RESULTS ON KL-DIVERGENCE
Proof of Lemma 1. Assume f (·) : D → ℜ is a latent function with a Gaus-
sian process prior and denote the prior probability measure of f (·) in the do-
main D by P( f (·)). Denote by f = [ f (x1), f (x2), · · · , f (xn)] a vector of latent
variables, at finite number of locations dn = [xT1 , . . . ,x
T
n ] where xi ∈ D , and by
Y = [Y1, . . . ,Yn] a random vector of observations at these locations dn. The obser-
vations are assumed to be conditionally independent given the latent variables; that
is p(Y = y| f (·)) = p(Y = y| f ) =
n
∏
i=1
p(yi| f (xi)), where y = [y1, . . . ,yn] is a real-
ization of Y . Denote by P( f (·)|dn,Y ) the posterior probability measure. By Bayes
theorem dP( f (·)|dn,Y )dP( f (·)) =
p(y| f (·))
p(y) . Since the posterior probability measure is abso-
lutely continuous with respect to the prior probability measure (Schervish, 1995),
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Fig 11: dn includes 30 locations in a unit cube (D). We are interested in a region D˜ marked
by a blue cube which is a subset of D .
we can calculate the KL-divergence from the prior to the posterior by
KL
(
dP( f (·)|dn,y)||dP( f (·))
)
=
∫
log
dP( f (·)|dn,y)
dP(·) dP( f (·)|dn,y)
=
∫
log
p(y| f (·))dP( f (·))
dP( f (·))∫ p(y| f (·))dP( f (·))dP( f (·)|dn,y)
=
∫
log p(y| f (·))dP( f (·)|dn,y)− log p(y)
=
∫
log p(y| f )dP( f |y)− log p(y),(20)
where p(y) =
∫
p(y| f (·))dP( f (·) = ∫ p(y| f )p( f )d f The last equality holds be-
cause dn ⊂ D . In case of Gaussian observation model p(yi| fi) ∼ N( fi,σ2), this
simplifies to KL divergence between two multivariate Gaussian distributions
KL
(
dP( f (·)|dn,y)||dP( f (·))
)
=
1
2
[
log |KK−11 |+Tr(K1K−1)+µT1 K−1µ1−n
]
,
where µ1 = K(K+σ2n I)−1y and K1 = K−K(K+σ2n I)−1K are the posterior mean
and covariance of f .
Let’s next consider the KL divergence from the prior to posterior of f (·) over a
region (or subset) of locations of D that does not contain all the observations. This
is illustrated in Figure 11. We denote by D˜ ⊂D this subregion and by fD˜(·) : D˜→
ℜ the latent function restricted to this subregion. The KL divergence for fD˜ is
KL
(
dP( fD˜(·)|dn,y)||dP( fD˜(·))
)
=
∫
log p(y| fD˜)dP( fD˜ |dn,y)− log pD˜(y),
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where pD˜(y) =
∫
p(y| fD˜)dP( fD˜(·)). Note that p(y| fD˜) =
∫
p(y| f )dP( f | fD˜). The
challenging part of this equation is the conditional probability measure dP( f | fD˜).
In practice we need to discretize the subdomain D˜ with fine grid cells indexed by
x∗ j , and approximate the conditional measure by a conditional distribution p( f | f D˜)
where f D˜ = { f (x∗,1), f (x∗,2), · · · , f (x∗,N)}. Hence all the above representation can
be approximated numerically but with large D˜ and fine discretization the calcula-
tions might become infeasible.
The KL divergence of intensity. Let P(λ (·)) and P(λ (·)|dn,y) denote the prior and
posterior probability measure of the intensity function. As shown in Appendix A,
the KL-divergence from the prior to the posterior of the intensity is
KL(P(λ (·)|dn,y)||P(λ (·))) =
∫
log p(y|λ ) p(y|λ )p(λ )
p(y)
dλ − log p(y)
=
∫
log p(y|e f1 , . . . ,e fn) p(y|e
f1 , . . . ,e fn)p f (logλ )
p(y)∏ni=1λi
dλ
− log p(y)
=
∫
log p(y| f )p( f |dn,y)d f − log p(y),(21)
where λ = [e f1 , . . . ,e fn ] and by change of variables p(λ ) = p f (log(λ ))/∏ni=1λi
and d fi = dλi/λi. Since p(y|ex) and p(y|x) have same σ algebra, we have that
p(y|e f1 , . . . ,e fn) = p(y| f ).
APPENDIX B: SPACE FILLING REJECTION SAMPLING DESIGN
The space filling rejection sampling design on discrete space is generated as
follows:
0. Generate a set of candidate design locations C = {x˜ j : x˜ j ∈D}; for example
a dense grid or a Halton/Sobol sequence.
1. Pick up a location x1 ∈C from a corner of the domain and include that into
the design d1 = {x1}. Set k = 1 and i = 1.
2. Search the location xi+1 = arg
k
max
x∗∈C
min
x j∈di
‖x j−x∗‖ where arg kmax
x∗∈C
denotes the
k’th largest value.
3. Apply rejection sampling for xi+1. If xi+1 is rejected, set k = k+1 and return
to Step 2. Otherwise include xi+1 in to the design di+1 = di∪{xi+1} and set
i = i+1 and k = 1;
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until the n’th location has been found.
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